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Newly revised! New editor!**WARNING** Mature content- Contains references to abuse and a

previous rape that may be disturbing for some readers. Madeline MacDonald has been a victim of

her stepbrotherâ€™s cruelty ever since her parentsâ€™ death in a fire two years ago. Forced into a

betrothal to a man she hates, her only way out is to escape to a convent.Laird Alexander Grant is

honor bound to rescue Maddie after seeing the bruises on her face. What he doesnâ€™t realize is

that once he holds the beaten lass in his arms, his heart will never be the same. He vows revenge

for the abuse she was forced to endure and yearns to make the sweet woman with an iron will his,

but can he help her fight the demons in her mind left behind by her abusersâ€™ horrid

treatment?This is a stand-alone novel-no cliffhangers. It is first in a series of eight novels.THE CLAN

GRANT SERIES#1- RESCUED BY A HIGHLANDER-Alex and Maddie#2- HEALING A

HIGHLANDERâ€™S HEART-Brenna and Quade#3- LOVE LETTERS FROM LARGS- Brodie and

Celestina#4-JOURNEY TO THE HIGHLANDS-Robbie and Caralyn#5-HIGHLAND SPARKS-Logan

and Gwyneth#6-MY DESPERATE HIGHLANDER-Micheil and Diana#7-THE BRIGHTEST STAR IN

THE HIGHLANDS-Jennie and Aedan#8- HIGHLAND HARMONY-Avelina and Drew
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Scottish

WARNING... POTENTIAL SPOILERS AHEADI understand that this is the author's first book and it

is an admirable start. But her characters are borderline unbelievable and I wish that she had created

a more developed sense of imagery.Maddie is described many, many, many, times as being

perfect. She's so nice and pure and good even though she's lived through hell. She's been beaten

by her step brother (although I don't know how that would work since her father never married his

mother.. Maddie's mother and father died at the same time... so yeah big inconsistency there) but

ok moving on... We the reader are supposed to believe that she's suffered tragic horrors that would

have broken a lesser woman ... but she continues on like she's touched in the head! She hates

Kenneth (evil Stepbrother) and refuses to marry the man who raped her (duh!) and bears the torture

doled out by Kenneth stoically. But she hopes that nothing bad happens to either one of them?

WHAT? I'm sorry... I'd be like I want them dead... I want them brought back and killed again... many

many times... But NOOOOO... not Maddie the paragon of goodness. Then we get to the hero...

Alex.. our supposedly tough but fair and gentle highland laird. He swoops in to the rescue.And then

we get to his internal dialogue... and good lord does he turn into either a raging sappy idiot or he

acts like a randy horn-dog who can't stop thinking about the girl but he yells at her because he's

always distracted by her... Whiplash much?Then we get to the point where Alex has helped Maddie

through the worst of her fears after much I want you... I'm afraid of men... but I want you.... but not

this way... but I feel things I don't understand... Good Grief woman.
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